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Climate History

Aims: (1) Use historical sources to reconstruct past climate conditions and 

(2) to examine interactions between climate and society, including social 

vulnerability and responses to extreme weather…

Works best when combining written archives and natural proxies…

Approach: To bring together human and natural archives

Woodcut, 'The Great and Terrible Flood', January 1651, Bavaria State Library



Part 1: History Informing Climate Science?



Lithograph depicting the 1631AD eruption of Vesuvius, with Saint Januarius (San Gennaro) 

interceding to stop the eruption. 

Eruptions can also have significant impacts much further afield, through influence on climate.



Source: Alan Robock



The main point? There’s serious complexity here! Many unknowns.

Source: Robock (2000)



The main point? There’s serious complexity here! Many unknowns.

This is not a good thing…

Source: Robock (2000)



Images courtesy M. Sigl & D. Meese.



Large “spikes” in sulphate deposition above background levels identify major 

explosive eruptions prior to the modern period…

… before which we have only limited observational records of eruptions and climate 

impact. 

Annual layers in the GISP2 ice-core (Greenland) at a depth of 1837m. Photo: Deb Meese.



Report the founding of 

religious settlements, 

obituaries of elites, 

conflict, extreme 

weather & major 

societal stresses.

Survive in 22 texts and 

1.1 million words..

The Irish Annals

Yearly listings of important 

events maintained originally in 

monastic communities across 

Ireland, running reliably from, 

c.500-1600 CE.  

https://stairnaheireann.net/2016/01/21/clonmacnoise-monastery-cluain-mhic-nois-meadow-of-the-sons-of-nos/

https://heritageireland.ie/visit/places-to-visit/clonmacnoise/highlights/



Vellum page from TCD MS1282, the Annals of Ulster, covering 852 to 858 CE.
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Vellum page from TCD MS1282, the Annals of Ulster, covering 852 to 858 CE.



Vellum page from TCD MS1282, the Annals of Ulster, covering 852 to 858 CE.

“Much ice and frost so 

that the principal lakes & 

rivers of Ireland could be 

crossed by people on foot 

& horseback from… 23 

November [855] to 7 

January [856].”



“A heavy and terrible shower fell in 

part of Connacht this year, that is, 

in Tir Maine and in Sodain and in Ui 

Diarmata and in Clann Taidc, which 

brought about disease and a very 

great sickness among the cows 

and beasts of those regions after 

they had eaten grass and leaves; 

and when men drank of the milk of 

these cattle and ate of their flesh, 

they suffered internal pains and 

various diseases. Nor was it strange 

that these portentous things should 

happen in Connacht at that time, for a 

great affliction befell the country then, 

the loss of Cathal Crobderg son of 

Toirrdelbach O Conchobair, king of 

Connacht…”

Annals of Connacht, 1224.

Royal Irish Academy, MS C iii 2, f. 1 r.





Volcanic events in GISP2 vs. severe cold events in Irish Annals, 431-1649 CE. 
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Volcanic events in GISP2 vs. severe cold events in Irish Annals, 431-1649 CE. 



Volcanic events in GISP2 vs. severe cold events in Irish Annals, 431-1649 CE. 



What to Take Away from This?

1. Historical records frequently untapped and often dismissed by 

climate scientists, e.g.:

“There are. . .weather records preserved in Irish and Norse annals 

back to the middle of the first millennium. . .but their dating is 

imprecise and descriptions of weather and climate are often 

exaggerated.” U.S. National Research Council (2006), Surface Temperature 

Reconstructions for the Last 2,000 Years.

2. Yes, human records require careful assessment by historians… but 

huge potential when done properly (e.g. other sources such as tree-

rings only cover the growing season)

3. Recall: This is just ONE type of source from ONE region applied to 

ONE problem…



Part 2: Climate Science Informing History?



“Failure of bread.” 

Annals of Ulster, 538.

Deer Park, Q9807A

Courtesy of David Brown



“Failure of bread.” 

Annals of Ulster, 538.

Deer Park, Q9807A

Courtesy of David Brown



Part of Belfast Dendrochronological Laboratory archives; 

accessed courtesy M. Baillie and D. Brown.



But any given tree can only grow for so long…

…how can we extend our tree-ring records further into the past?

Through “cross dating”, i.e. matching the common ring-width patterns from successively older oak samples.

And these patterns are “common” (not perfectly matching, but often very similar) because each tree generally 

experiences the same annual weather conditions in a given area.

Figure courtesy Mike Baillie.



This graph shows the average annual growth of 
hundreds of oaks across Ireland from 728 to 
748, in the middle of which the trees register a 
profound decrease in growth, which 
documents corroborate as arising from severe 
drought.



Cook et al, 2015, Old World 

Drought Atlas, Science Advances.



We now have a highly reliable 

reconstruction of past drought… 

But for Historians, So What? Cook et al, 2015, Old World 

Drought Atlas, Science Advances.



Extreme Weather, Conflict & Violence

Cattle raid in C16th century Ireland – endemic form of violence, but also associated with 

resource scarcity?



Extreme Weather, Conflict & Violence

“Exceeding great frost and snow and stormy weather 

this year, so that no herb grew in the ground and no 

leaf budded on a tree until the feast of St. Brendan 

[1st May], but a man, if he were the stronger, would 

forcibly carry away the food from the priest in 

church…” Annals of Connacht, 1465 CE.

Cattle raid in C16th century Ireland – endemic form of violence, but also associated with 

resource scarcity?





“A great drought 

rendered the land 

infertile.” Bede’s 

Ecclesiastical History, 

737 CE



Changes in averages also accompanied 

by changes in the frequency and 

severity of extreme weather.

“Much wet and bad weather in this year, 

and it ruined the corn.”  Annals of Ulster, 

1107.

“A windy, wet summer, with famine and 

wars.” MacCarthaigh’s Books, 1203.

Cook et al, 2015, Old World 

Drought Atlas, Science 

Advances.



Quantifying Violence & Conflict

* Annals of Ulster, 650-1200 CE

* Frequency of violent killings of individuals [elites], mass killings, raiding, burnings

* Approach: Duplicates removed, chronological corrections of Daniel McCarthy 

(TCD) applied and assessed (e.g., by examining solar/lunar eclipse dates)

* Cons: Reductive, lose context // Pros: Bird’s eye view, systematically examine 

whether repeating patterns or influences exist



Quantifying Violence & Conflict

Viking contribution      Brian Boru & Aftermath           Anglo-Norman contribution



Quantifying Violence & Conflict

But: Also multiple years of notably elevated violence (above the average in any 

given period).

Interested here in any climatic contribution to these years.











Droughts are implicated in 

conflicts… and they are projected to 

become more frequent and extreme 

under future global warming



“Much inclement weather happened 

in the land of Ireland, which carried 

away corn, milk, fruit, and fish, from 

the people, so that there grew up 

dishonesty among all, that no 

protection was extended to church or 

fortress, gossipred or mutual oath, 

until the clergy and laity of Munster 

assembled, with their chieftains, 

under Donnchadh, son of Brian, i.e. 

the son of the King of Ireland, at Cill-

Dalua [Killaloe], where they enacted 

a law and a restraint upon every 

injustice, from small to great. God 

gave peace and favourable weather 

in consequence of this law..” Annals 

of the Four Masters, 1050

Vulnerability to drought and hints at 

how food scarcity may promote 

conflict… But… coping strategies: 

Societies are not passive victims 

acting mechanistically under 

influence from weather… 
Cook et al, 2015, Old World 

Drought Atlas, Science Advances.



Great benefits and potential of such work

Pursuing it helps overcome:

* Overcoming disciplinary conservatism

* Overcoming disciplinary mistrust 

* Overcoming different disciplinary 

“languages”

* Developing (and accepting legitimacy of) 

hybrid methodologies and hybrid research 

goals



Thank you!
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